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24/7 Unlimited Access (Online or Offline):

The online design of the courseware offers a tremendous opportunity for individuals to learn without
the constraints of time or location. You have unlimited access whether online or offline, the pdf or video
formats are downloadable for offline learning suitable for students with limited internet access.



Login and Learn Anywhere, Anytime:

Students have the ability to learn anywhere, anytime. Spare time can be turned into an educational
experience whether it is at work, home or on the road. The courseware is accessible from anywhere in
the world where you can access the internet.



Self Paced, Interactive and Encompassing:

Our distance learning is self-paced so that the student has complete control over training schedule times
as well as the speed of the course. Students can also review the material as often as they need and with
the ability to search the entire courseware on any keyword or phrase it is a great resource.



Include Skill Assessment:

A skill assessment option is available. This offers the ability to track performance improvements and is
helpful in pointing out weaknesses that still exist.



Practical [HTML, PDF & Video] Lectures:

We provide graphical illustrations, practical enough to give vivid information about a subject or chapter;
including video lessons for more practicality.



Industrial Training Experience:

We help improve your technical skills via our industrial training program. Industrial Training is on the job training which
provides technical skill in a practical based course or technical field. If you are interested in our industrial training; You will
be asked to print out an industrial training letter after the online training; this letter will be submitted to any organization
that specializes in the area of your course program in your country for 4 - 8 weeks freelance work and observation on your
chosen course for real experience. It guarantees you job experience and opportunity [Industrial Training is optional].
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Exam Re-take Available for Free:

Exam re-take is available without any additional fee or charge.



Earn I.T Diploma Certificates:

A Diploma Certificate will be issued in your name, emailed to you upon successful completion of our Online Exams.
The certificate is professionally designed; you can use high quality paper for printing or request for a print copy from us
to be shipped to your mail address which attracts print and shipping fee.
The certification is personalized with your name, date, the title of the course and signed by the chairman of
academic council and course counsellor. See sample here: http://siitglobal.com/certificate.pdf



Pay once, Learn all the time at your pace:

Pay once and learn at your own pace until you are sure of the exams.



100% Satisfaction Guaranteed:

We are confident of our distance learning program considering the practical lectures, additional video lessons, skill
assessments and industrial training; we guarantee 100% satisfaction.
We also provide you with course glossaries, quick references, detail links, notes and tips. Everything you
need to increase your depth of understanding while retaining the information you need to be career successful.



Feedback:

Please email us at info@siitglobal.com for feedbacks or more information.
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